
architect. mine. cd. hymen records ¥814

tracklist: 01 altitude, 02 closer, 03 neverending, 04 freaks, 05 immaterial, 06 bencq, 07 the sun, 08 set my world on fire,                     
09 the mountain top, 10 hummingbird, 11 altitude feat. comaduster

upc 821272310020. release date: 17.09.2013

architect is a unique hybrid of idm, electronica and smooth ambient soundscapes inexhaustibly explored by german mastermind 
daniel myer. in a career spanning over fifteen years daniel has been connected to but never belonged to a host of scenes and styles. 
architect was created in 1998 and has since proven his mettle on a multitude of releases and on countless acclaimed concerts world-
wide. in 2010 alan wilder (recoil) discovered architect's brilliance, which led to daniel performing as a support act for recoil on several 
acclaimed shows in europe and the united states. architects most pronounced quality is the accomplished combination of powerful 
grooves and atmospheric soundscapes resulting in music that is suitable for both listening and dancing.

architect's sixth full length album 'mine' constitutes an appreciable shift in direction compared to his previous works by adding 
compositional and instrumental innovations brand new to this project. supported by well-respected artists like ben lukas boysen 
a.k.a. hecq, guitarist and cellist felix gerlach, dejan samardzic (dsx), legendary producer, engineer and remixer paul kendall, 
canadian musician and sound designer comaduster and hungarian vocalist emese arvai-illes (black nail cabaret), architect marches 
to no one’s beat but his own, expanding ambitious electronica with comprehensive down-tempo song structures. moderate yet 
decisive beats and precise keyboard and strings arrangements build the foundation for emese's exceptional voice transmitting 
suspense, depth and sinister beauty with perfectly fitting lyrics.

depending on how and when you listen, this atmospheric release can fill you with menace and sadness, or send you into a deep 
reverie. uncompromising, muscular and powerful, the music of 'mine' is also full of subtle touches and a supple sense of rhythm. 
highly recommended for devotees of moderat, recoil or house of black lanterns - this album will be 'yours' for sure.

also available:

architect. mine. t-shirt. hymen records ¥629
black t-shirt w/ frontprint in dark grey ink. sizes: s, m, l, xl, one-sized girlie-shirt

architect discography 09.2013:
mine. cd. hymen records ¥814. 2013
upload select remix.2. mp3 album. hymen records ¥795. 2011
upload select remix. cd. hymen records ¥794. 2011
consume adapt create. cd. hymen records ¥781. 2010
lower lip interface. cd. hymen records ¥759. 2007
noiseambush e.p. (w/ klima). 12". kellermusik records 07. 2005
the analysis of noise trading. cd. hymen records ¥746. 2005
noise is out of stock. 12". hymen records ¥046. 2005
i went out shopping to get some noise. cd. hymen records ¥737. 2004
galactic edge. 12". hymen records ¥009. 1998
galactic supermarket. cd. hymen records ¥703. 1998

architect / daniel myer on the web: 
www.architect-music.com
www.soundcloud.com/dmyer
www.facebook.com/pages/architect/236707943010171

collaborators links:
ben lukas boysen www.hecq.de
paul kendall www.paulkendall.bandcamp.com
emese arvai-illes www.facebook.com/bncband
felix gerlach www.felix-gerlach.de
dejan samardzic www.soundcloud.com/dsx-music
real comaduster www.comaduster.com
photo by michael amkote www.500px.com/amkote 
layout by stefan alt www.ant-zen.com/salt
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